
Showcasing the new lighting installation along 
with a bespoke soundtrack, “Flight” will create 
a focal point for Liverpool’s waterfront as part 

of the re-imagining of the Royal Liver Building.

visitliverpool.co.uk/riveroflight
#riveroflight   #winterlights

Show times 1st - 9th November 

Every 30 Minutes, 5pm - 10pm*

*adjusted show times on 3rd November

An installation created for River of Light 
showcased on the unique lightscape of 

Liverpool’s most iconic building.



Something is awakening….
Over 100 years of silent darkness absorbing 
the city’s history, a new legacy is taking flight.

Testing, 1, 2…. 

A new energy is coursing through 
the Royal Liver Building. A few lights 

suddenly flicker to life but no... it’s 
not quite ready to show its secret yet.

From the City

Bella as ever, stares out to sea 
looking out for all the sailors of the 

city so far from home. Their families 
huddle together amongst the 

twinkling city lights waiting for their 
loved ones to return.

Stretching

Testing it’s capabilities, stretching 
it’s legs, the Royal Liver Building is 

beginning to understand the latest 
addition to the façade.

Popping the Bubbly

It’s a celebration! Corks pop, 
glasses overflow and champagne 

cascades down the building. 
Glasses are poured and it’s time 

to raise a toast.

Bella and Bertie

The Liver Birds once again take 
flight gliding down the facades 
of the Royal Liver Building. Even 

though they are dark, we know they 
are there keeping an ever watchful 

eye over the people of Liverpool.

Produced by CBRE Designed by Arup Sponsored by RLB360

Growing

Let there be light…..Laver seaweed, 
so famously adjourned in the 

mouths of the watchful Liver Birds 
has started growing up the building. 

Slowly it climbs, gradually getting 
faster and faster towards those ever 

present guardians….

Music by Sam Crombie

Composer and musician Sam Crombie has been the musical director 
of Liverpool arts group The Kazimier for 10 years, creating soundtracks 
for immersive events performed across the UK. He has also worked in 
film and TV with work for N-Power, RuPaul’s Drag Race and producing 
bands such as Liverpool’s Stealing Sheep, Dogshow and The Go Team.

Bertie and Bella

Enamoured by the light Bella & Bertie 
take flight around the building 

exploring these new occurrences.

Aboard the Boats

After a long journey, a ship sails up 
to the River Mersey ready to return 

home. Close to home an extra 
passenger has joined the crew, Bertie 
sits atop looking protectively into the 

city watching over its people.

The City’s Pulse

A heartbeat begins to shine 
through as its multi coloured 

and diverse nature beats soothing 
the city. Coming down from the 
crescendo the pulse gets quieter 
and quieter before slowly settling 

into it’s constant state.

Showtime!

Proudly lights all across the 
building begin to appear. Colours, 

glitters & shimmers are joyfully 
dancing bringing new life to this 

iconic structure.

Showcasing all the new capabilities, 
we can tell the Royal Liver Building 

is euphoric and enjoying being 
a ‘show-off’.



Royal Liver Building 360 - Tower Tour & Visitor 
Experience gives you the chance to take in 
breathtaking views of the city from Liverpool’s 
most Iconic building.

With a visitors’ centre, the chance to take in 
amazing views from two viewing platforms 
as well as an audio visual digitally mapped 
experience behind the clock faces, RLB360 
gives you the chance to get closer to the 
Liver Birds than ever before.

Book now at rlb360.com

From Friday 1st to Saturday 9th November we will 
transform the Liverpool waterfront with light, 
colour and sound as ten incredible art commissions 
by some of the most exciting international light 
artists will be on display in iconic locations across 
the city.

As part of the longer, new-look festival, the hugely 
successful River of Light fireworks will return 
for one night only on the 3rd November as once 
again the River Mersey becomes a stage for 
Titanium Fireworks – one of the world’s leading 
pyrotechnic companies.

Lighting is the fourth dimension of architecture, 
integrating and enhancing the other design 
disciplines. Ourlighting designers create 
thoughtful, sustainable and award-winning 
concepts with light. We are driven by a keen 
desire to understand the way people use 
places, and the unique cultural context. From 
sensitive historic interventions to engagement 
with the public via interactive light, we combine 
creativity with technical expertise to propose 
sympathetic solutions that enhance and preserve 
our heritage.

www.arup.com/lighting

The world’s leading real estate advisor, CBRE, 
has been active within Liverpool for over 100 years. 
We are a team of experienced professionals 
committed to delivering excellence on a range 
of projects.

CBRE is responsible for delivering the 
redevelopment of the Royal Liver Building, 
repositioning the iconic landmark as a destination 
for both work and leisure. This will include 
new office space, a coffee shop, bar, gym and 
the RLB360 visitor attraction. The architectural 
lighting will form part of the legacy and represents 
just some of the significant investment that will 
see the iconic building open its doors to the public 
for the first time.

Simon Hepple, Director for the National Building 
Consultancy team in Liverpool, commented:

“On behalf of real estate investment manager 
Corestate Capital Group and as trusted custodians 
of the future of this enduring symbol of 
Liverpool’s history, we have drawn on the 
expertise of our multi-disciplined colleagues 
alongside our strategic partners to deliver 
a visionary and majestic office building fit for 
the21st century. This is a hugely significant and 
exciting project for us and one on which we are 
extremely proud to be instructed.

“The new lighting experience is a vital part of 
the repositioning of the building. We hope that 
it will bring joy to visitors to the city, serving as 
a location to meet, enhancing the waterfront and 
promoting the Royal Liver Building and Pier Head 
as a desirable destination to work and visit.”

www.cbre.co.uk

Find us on Social Media:

@RLB360

@Royalliver1911

@ArupUKIMEA

@CBRE_Liv / @CBRE_UK


